
Designed and patented, the Ausbrella umbrellas are an exceptional range 
of umbrellas, combining an even stronger version of Awnet’s interlock 
frame system, Ausbrella’s new twin skin pole technology and the easy 
opening system every part of an Ausbrella umbrella has been completely 
reengineered.
This is an umbrella where no expense had been spared and no short cuts 
taken to achieve the target of being the very best in quality and safety. This 
pursuit of excellence has allowed us to give these umbrellas industry lead-
ing manufacturing warranties.

There is an Ausbrella suitable for every part of Australia’s harsh environment

Ausbrella umbrellas come with up to a 10 year guarantee!
Being proudly Australian made, Ausbrella stands behind every umbrella 
and being a local manufacturer we will respond rapidly to any warranty 
claim.

www.ausbrella.com

overviewWind tested and engineer certified
to speeds up to and beyond 160kph

TM

Ausbrella is a stunning new umbrella range ideal for resorts, council open 
areas and around the pool at home. With a wide range of features and ben-
efits, all covered by patents pending this is definitely the umbrella of the 
future. Ausbrella is the latest creation of Awnet founder Chris Pierias. Awnet is 
Australia’s largest manufacturer of commercial market umbrellas and 
breeze barriers. A number of years ago Chris realised the need for a stronger, 
more robust and much safer umbrella. Chris decided to totally reinvent the 
umbrella. The result was Ausbrella.

Some of Ausbrella’s features are:
- Twin skin aluminium pole for superior strength and light weight. (Patent 
Pending No, 2014200765.)
- Each umbrella is fully engineered and comes with an engineer’s certificate.
- Bolted on fabric cover for greater security,
- Easy opening system with no ropes or pulleys
- Matching in-ground stainless steel socket.

Ausbrella is available in three classes, with each relating to a wind region 
across Australia.

Storm 135
Rated to 135kph

Hurricane 160+
Rated to over 160kph
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